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A thwahold grerph (rtzspativ4y domlshukf graph) is 01 graph for which the independent 881% 
(rapsctiwzly ths dominuting a&a) cctn bgr chnfuctsrixsd by the 0, l-aolutiona of a linaur 
kpallty (ass [ij and [S]), 
We define here the #rugher far which the mawlmal indapsndent eettr (rsopsctivsly tha mlnlmul 
dominating o&a) IP~ ehnneteriazd by the 0, l~nalutien# of tl linar equation, Such grlrphn UPC 
rraid ts be equlstabk (renpeetiv4y aqstkfomlnafln~), 
We chatxu&zriz@ (by their urehitcaetural ntruetufct und by forbidden induead nubaruphn) 
thrsnheld grtrphn und dominhald grtlphn which ufe aquintrrbltr or ~quidcrminuting~ 
A lunger elrrnn af equintubls graphn irr ulna prsnentad, 
IntraduetPun 
In f&s gaper we only consider simple graphs without loops of multiple dgca, 
All main definitions and notations cam be found in Cl, 2, 43, 
0 = (V, 13) is a threshold gra@ [respectively a dowMsl8 gra@) if and only if 
the independent sets (respectively dominating sets) of G are the solutions of a 
linear inequality: 
c w~p)x~p)w, UE V(G), X(,)~{O, 1). w&dv+, WV+ 
(respectively C w(,)x(,) 3 t). 
In other words G = (V, E) is a threshold graph if and only if there exist a 
threshold t E IV’ and a mapping W: V-, Iv’ such that VS s V 
S is an independent set iff CUES W(u)c t. 
G = (V, E) is a domishold graph if and only if 3 f E N’ and a mapping 
W: V-, N’ such that VA C_ V, A is a dominating set iff CVEA W(v) 2 t. 
Characterizations of threshold graphs and domishold graphs are known [ 1,3]. 
Two questions immediately arise: 
(1) Which are among threshold graphs those for which maximal independent 
sets are characterized by the 0, l-solutions of a linear equation. 
(2) Which are among domishold graphs those for which minimal dominating 
sets on characterized by the 0, l-solutions of a linear equation. 
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D&ition, (1) A graph G = ( V, t) is said to be equisfable iff 3 t E Nt and a 
mapping W: V + N’ such that VSE V 
S is a maximal independent set ifi Cuts W(o) = t. 
(2) A graph G = (V, E) is said to be equidominating iff 3 f E N’ and W: V --) 
N’ suchthat VAs V 
A is a minimal dominating set iff xVGA W(u) = f. 
In this paper we show that threshold graphs are equistable and equidominating. 
We characterize the domishold graphs which are equidominating. 
Fina!liy we propose the more genera! prob?em of the characterization of 
equistable grs;lhs and equidominating raphs. 
NoMions. Let H,, Hz, H3, H4 be the following graphs: 
We say that a set Y c V(G) is dominated if 
~vEV(G)-Yltly~Y, iy,u}~E(G). 
VY c X Gy designates the subgraph induced by Y. 
We denote by G-o the graph Gv-(+ 
G designates the complementary graph of G. s--e -- -- -- -_ 
For instance H,, H?, H3, H4 are the graphs: 
u G v 
k ii 3 H4 
A graph is called a matching if all its connected components have two vertices. 
Theorem 1. Threshold graphs are equistdbk. 
Moreover the same threshold and fke QUII~ mapping ccltz be used to chttrctcteri~c 
irldependertt sets by inequality and mnximrrll indqendent sets by equality. 
w& By induction on IY(G)(. 
Equistahle and equidominaling graphs 
In this case, the threshold 
tc; = 2tG_““+ 1 
and the mapping W, defined by: 
v v E v-{v,), WG(U) = 2wG-“,,(u), WGhJ = 1 
show that G is equistable. 
(b) vO is a dominating vertex. S is a maximal independent set of G ifI S is a 
maximal independent set of G- vO or S = {v& 
The same threshold tG = tG_“,, and the mapping WG defined by 
v v E V-M, WC;(u) = WG-“,,(4, w&O) = ki 
show that G is equistable. 
Theorem 2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) G is a domishold and an equidominating graph. 
(ii) G is a domishold and an equidominating graph and moreover the same 
threshold tG and the same mapping wG can be used to characterize dominating sets 
by inequality and minimal dominating sets by equality. 
(iii) G can be built from the graph with one vertex or from the complement of a 
matching, by repeated addition of isolated and dominating vertices. 
61 G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to H,, HZ, H3, H4. 
We shall prove this theorem in two steps. 
Lemma 1. (i) H (ii) H (iii). 
It is obvious that (ii) 3 (i). 
We shall provIe (i) 3 (iii) and (iii) $ (ii). 
(a) (i) =) (iii). We proceed by induction on IV(G)l. 
Let G = (V, E) be a domishold (mapping WA, threshold tb) and equidominating 
(mapping w& threshold t’,) graph, By [ 11, G has: 
(0~) an isolated vertex, or 
(p) a dominating vertex, or 
(v) two nonadjacent vertices adjacent o all other vertices. 
((x) G has an is&ted vertex vfl, For i = 1 and i = 2, the thresholds th _*,, = 
t&-- w#J,) tind the mappings w&_,,,: V- {tie) + N’, restrictions of wh to V - {v,,) 
show that G - tr,, is a don&hold and equidominating raph‘ 
By induction’s hypothesis: G d tit! satisfies (iii), Hence G satisfies (iii), 
(lg) G has a dominating brcrt~ D,,, The threshold &,,, = t& and the mappings 
w&~,,, restrietisna of wb ts V=(Q) show that 0 = u. ia a domiahsld and 
equidominating graph, Hence, by the induetisn’a hypothesis C = a(, and therefore 
G Yatitrfy (iii). 
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A c V( GJ is a minimal dominating set of G iff: A is a minimal dominating set of 
G V-i*n., VP 3 Q A =bo, vo) or A =h,, v) or A -{v,, v} (V v E V-{ti,, v,}). 
Hence WC have: 
w3uo9 + w&J = t;, w&(u,) + w&(v) = t& w&J + w;(v) = t;. 
Therefore: 
v t E v w&(v) = t2,/2. 
Hence A is a minimal dominating set of G iff IAl = 2 
We claim G is the complement of a matching. 
Indeed the graph G is such that: 
Every vertex is dominated: hence G has no isolated vertex. 
No pair of vertices is dominated: hence G has no induced subgraph isomorphic 
to Kpq or K3. Therefore all the connected components of G have two vertices. 
Hence e is a matching and G satisfies (iii). 
(b) (ii!) 3 (ii). (1) The graph G with one vertex v satisfies (ii): 
(2) The graph G, complement of a matching satisfy (ii): 
V DE V(G) w&v) = 1, tG = 2. 
(3) Let v,, bc an isolated or dominating vertex of G such that G - v. satisfies 
(ii). t, and W~j are obtained from tG-vo and wG__,, in the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
Lamnms 2. (iii) e (iv). 
(a) (iii) * (iv). (1) The graphs &, &, H3, H4 are not complements of match- 
ings. 
(2) They have neither an isolated vertex nor a dominating vertex. 
(b) (iv)-+ (iii). We consider the complementary graph G and we show that a 
graph without induced subgraph isomorphic to MI, K, z3, K is obtained from 
the graph with one vertex or from a matching by repeated addition of isolated and 
dominating vertices. 
If not, let G be a graph different frclm a matching, without isolated vertex or -e- 
dominating vertex, and without induced subgraph isomorphic to Hy, Hz, H3, H4. 
G is not connected, otherwise G-which has no dominating vertex-has an 
induced subgraph isomorphic to K or h? (Wolk [S]). 
Hence, there exist two connected components of G, say CI and C,, such that 
C, has at least two vertices (G has no isolated vertex) and C2 has at least three 
vertices [G is different from a matching). 
This is in contradiction with the fact that G has no induced subgraph isomor- 
ph1e tc FE3 or Rd. 
Equistable and equidominating raphs 
Corollary. Threshold graphs are equidominating. 
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Proof. Threshold graphs satisfy (iii) and (iv) [3]. 
Generalization 
The graph HI is neither a domishold graph nor a threshold graph. 
However HI is equistable and equidominating 
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Hence, we set the problem of the characterization of equistable graphs and of 
equidominating raphs. 
We can prove the following result: 
Theorem 3. Every graph having no induced subgraph isomorphic to H2 is 
equistable. 
The proof is omitted. 
Corollary. Domishold graphs are equistable. 
Remark. There exist equistable graphs with induced subgraph isomorphic to HZ, 
though H2 is not equistable. 
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Remark 2. Graphs without induced subgraph 
equidominating. 
See for instance KP,4 (p 2 2, q 2 3). 
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